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INTRODUCTION

What is OSSEC?
OSSEC or Open Source Security, is an intrusion detection system which is host-based.
It performs many types of security mechanisms. One example of this is log analysis wherein the
checking of computer generated records (data logs) happen. Another security measure it does is
the checking of file integrity through its digital signatures and or hashes.
Other things it does include: Monitoring the windows registry, detection of rootkits / malicious
software. Examples of rootkits would be keyloggers, sniffers and the like.

Key Benefits of OSSEC
OSSEC is an application or platform in which all of HIDS (Host-based Intrusion Detection) can
be manipulated. It provides the following: compliance requirements, multi-platform, real time and
configurable alerts, integration with current infrastructure, centralized management, agent and
agentless monitoring.
Having this OSSEC would help the users to monitor each and every file that comes in and out of
your system. Since it’s also multi-platform, this means, it can be applied in different operating
systems such as Windows, Mac, Linux and etc.
This platform helps us cope with the security needed by the system.

Key Features of OSSEC
OSSEC’s functionality does not rely on one process only. Using this platform, different monitoring
processes will be met. File integrity checking, log monitoring, rootkit detection,

and

active

response. File integrity lets you know if there are any changes within the system or the network.
Log monitoring focuses on collecting and analyzing the logs (events) of your computer and
network. Rootkit Detection serves as an anti-spyware program in which it detects trojans, viruses
etc. Active Response is the notification of the user. This serves as the mouth of the system. If
something happened, OSSEC will notify or respond to the changes met on the system.

INSTALLATION PROCESS

A. Downloading OSSEC HIDS

Basically, all installers of OSSEC would be download through the main site of
OSSEC. For Linux, the installation begins regardless of which install type you
use. For Windows, you can only download the agent install type. This means to
be able to secure Window hosts, you will be needing other operating systems to
be its server. All the OSSEC HIDS files will be found in the http://www.ossec.net
. There would be the main source files tar (zip), the windows agent installer and
the checksum.

B. Installation of OSSEC HIDS

Double click the ossec-agent-win32-1.4, to open the setup window.
Launching the Installer:

Click Next to
Analyze license agreement and then click I Agree to proceed to next process
Accepting the License Text

You can choose the components you want to install, and click Next
Selecting Components:

NOTE
The default installation options work in most cases.

Accept the default installation folder, or click Browse to specify a location with your preferred
file location. Click
Install to continue
Specifying the Location:

Because this is an agent installation, there are very few questions to answer as part of the
installation. Apart from picking the location and importing the agent through, the installation on
Windows is very simple. Launch the SSH client on your Windows host and connect to the
OSSEC HIDS server.
We must use SSH to connect to the OSSEC HIDS server, Extract the key for this agent, and then
paste the key in the Authentication key field

Managing the Agent:

Putty is an ideal SSH client. In the Host Name field, type the IP address or hostname of your
OSSEC HIDS server and then click Open. If this is your first time connecting to the server from
this Windows host, you are asked to accept the server SSH identity. Accept the server identity,
log in to the server, and then execute the manage agents utility.

Connecting to the Server

Enter E to extract the agent key for the current Windows host.
Running manage agents

Now return to the OSSEC HIDS installer. Type the OSSEC HIDS server IP address and paste
the agent key information into the appropriate fields. Click Save
You are asked to confirm the values by clicking OK. After the values have been confirmed, exit
the Agent Manager by clicking the X at the top-right corner of the window
Copying the Key to the Clipboard

Pasting the Key

Confirming the Import

The installer asks if you want to start OSSEC HIDS; click OK
Starting the OSSEC HIDS

The Windows agent is now installed and running. To confirm that the agent is connected to the
server, look at the logs for the Windows agent. In Figure 2.12, the two messages connecting to
server and Connected to server confirm that the agent key is properly imported and the agent is
able to connect to UDP port 1514. The Windows agent is successfully installed and
communicating with the server.

Confirming the Server Connection

USER MANUAL
a. Server

After downloading and installing the OSSEC through a linux operating system,
you will be prompted to a command prompt-like screen. In this, you will be doing
the configuration from choosing the server on to adding a new agent. Follow the
steps to install the server setup:

Type onto the screen - >/install.sh

After typing the said command, the application will let you choose what type of
user will you be: Server, Local , and Agent -- Choose server

Follow through the installation process
Input the IP address of your linux machine for your OSSEC server IP address --
e.g 10.0.0.8
To access the installation folder of OSSEC Type --cd /var/ossec/bin
To add an agent to monitor ---Type ./manage_agents

Add a new agent

Create a name for your windows agent -e.g. WindowsAgent
Choose an ID number-e.g 001
Type the IP address of the windows agent-e.g 192.168.1.10
For Finalization purposes: Confirm adding
Press E to extract an authentication key

Copy the extracted key
Press Q to quit managing agents
To start the OSSEC Control -Type ./ossec-control start

b. Agent

Assuming the agent is using the Windows operating system, Install the OSSEC
agent application and this will produce the following screen:

Add the OSSEC Server IP- This is the IP address of your linux machine that
you entered a while ago.

Then proceed on entering the authentication key- This is the one you copied
while creating the server.

Save and Start the OSSEC.

TESTING
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